
1. I assume that the point here is that the drivers are not "L" cleared. It is 

implicit in this paragraph but nofexplicit.  

2. Apparetly, reference to Mr. Williams has become reference to Mr. Sherman. • 

3. This is "authorized" by license?' Is' there additional material at the site? Y.  
1 4 , 2J C? 1 OJ ^ 4---r -- 4 /6 a q*7) 1 01v CI~ U - % &-- ,;.-z , ~e 4. "Lea~ed and supply" material - this M be common terminology in the industry 

but I am not familiar with it.  

5. Looks as if NFS has a lot of material - I suppose this is within authorized 

limits? A total of material possessed would have been desirable. *ý ý-' .  

6. At shift change is there a security guard at the gate? - '' 

7. The meaning is understood but "angles inward" may have been a better selection 

of words. - Ax -- ) :, .-...,.. " 

8. Does this imply that the fence is closer than 6 feet to other buildings? Is 

there a distance requirement in the Manual? Q-L &•."..-.*-s 

9. A photograph would have been useful here. D,, WX--k 4• aý • 

lOA & 
.  

10B From the statement in 10A, is it correct that the gate at the NW corner 

near the Ceramics Bldg and the vehicle gate west of parking lot No. 2- nea 

are not used? Are they locked all the time? 

11. I assume you cannot exit thru an emergency gate unless these are unlocked 

at a central control point by the security guard. Is this an electric lock 

that opens all locks at the same time? Does Joe know about this? This may 

inhibit emergency evacuation if the roving security guard (llA)Ihappens to 

bea ray from the lock control at the time of an emergency.  

12. Are the doors key-locked at times other than night?'r iA& P 

13. Is a security alarm required? J , -. " ,4" ", . .-.. '" 

1 Is section used for storage of SNM?-.-., •- (a # -.-4 -,) 
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15. Are the doors locked other than at night? ,.

16. In view of the statement of 16A, p. 4, is the work in this building only for 

5 days a week? If so, what is provided the other two days? 

17. Comnent 16 applies - Also, what type of control is exercised? Is there 

administrat ve control as in the Metals Building? Okay - answered on p. 8.  
t- 4_~i~~~ 

18. Are the change houses separate structures?-1=> 

19. Is administrative control exercised? 

20. During other than the day shift, this is turned in to whom? 3-z 

20A. Are the yellow and red badges used by visitors or only by employees? 42

21. Leased and supply? ... .  

22. Are alarms required??-. . .  

23. At shift changes is this guard ot•tthe entrance gates?

24. Is this pre-employment check a security investigation of some 

25. Was this ttatement of Williams in response to some stated deficiency on the 

part of the survey team?. ,t -t• 4 J .  

26. I assume there is no reason for this to be a security area.  

27. How is access denied?

28. Should it have a security alarm? .- , , 

29. I assume from your memo that a strict application of Manual chapter provisions 

would require additional lighting.• " ' " * c -' ',.A 

30. Ryder Truck Lines is a common carrier as well as a truck rental firm? 
I tj ý _4.& JC0 ýZ t-. .. • .. ... . ... • ..
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